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THE PURPOSE of this note is to fill partially a gap in the classification of low dimensional 
Poincare complexes due to Wall [5]. All our notation and definitions are taken from Wall’s 
paper. We recall his Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 part of which state 
THEOREM (Wall). Suppose X is a connected PoincarP complex of formal dimension 2. 
Let 7r = nl(X). 
(a) Ifrt is finite, then X N S2 or RP ‘. 
(b) If x is irgfinite, then X is a K(T, 1). 
Recall the statement of [5, p. 2331 that if dim X = 2, then H*(X; 2) g H*(R;I,Y; 2) for 
some unique closed 2-manifold bf,,, where 2 means simple integer coefficients. We shall 
show that if M, = Sz or RP’ then, in fact, X N M,, if Xis a finite complex. (In general, a 
Poincare complex need not be finite; it must, however be dominated by a finite complex.) 
The more general conjecture would be that X ‘v M,Y for all Poincart 2-complexes. We have 
recently proved this for the cases M, = S’ x S1 or ItI,, = Klein bottle with the added 
hypothesis that X is finite and 2-dimensional as a CW complex. These results have been 
announced in [2]. 
THEOREM. Assume X is a finite PoincarG 2-complex. If H,(X) is finite, then X z lMx. 
Notation. TC = x,X, A = Zn, the integral group ring of rt. 
Proof. We first assume the case H, X = 0 so that M, N S2. From Wall’s Theorem, rt 
finite implies X N S2 (since H,(RP ‘) = 2,). We may thus assume rr infinite, so X = K(rr, 1). 
Let _j? be the universal covering space of X. x is contractible. We know the following: 
(I) H,(X; 2) z H,(S*; Z) = (; i,,=,z; i’ 
(2) H,(X;A)rH,(Y?;Z)= j;; 
(3) H’(X; A) z H2_i(X; A) = 0 for i # 0, I,2 and any A-module A. 
Let 
(*) . ..+O--+O+F. 
d”l dz dl 
- F,,,_,-+...-+F, - Fl - F,, --* 0 
be the chain complex of 8. Assume m even, allowing the possibility of F,,, = 0. The Fi are 
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finitely generated free A-modules and since X (hence x) is connected we may take F,, = A. 
From (2) we see that (*) is a free A-resolution of Z. Since X = K(n, l), (3) says that rt is of 
cohomological dimension 2, so that ker d, is projective. 
Applying the Schanuel Lemma:[4, p. 31 to (*) and to 0 + ker d, -t Fl dl F, -+ 0 yields 
kerd,@QzR, where Q=Fl@FF,@... @F,,,_,, and R=F,QF,@F,@...@F,,,. 
Q and R are finitely generated free A-modules. Then 
(*I) O--+R+F,@Q-F,-+O 
is a finitely generated free resolution of Z over A. We rewrite this as 
(**) O+G,~G,~A+O. 
(**) is chain equivalent to (*) so H,(X; A) and H*(X; A) are isomorphic to the ho- 
mologies of (**) @,,A and Hom,((**), A), respectively. 
Let rank Gi = gi. Then we can calculate H,(X; Z) by taking the homology of (**) 
@,,Z = (**‘). That is, using (2), 
(**I) o~z~~~zg’~z-+o 
has homology Z in dimensions 0 and 2 and is zero elsewhere. Thus fl = 0 and Cc is onto. Thus 
g2 = gr + 1. Let n = g2. Thus G2 2 A”, G, E An-i. 
We can calculate H’(X; A) E H,-i(X; A) E 0” ii 5 
by taking the homology of Hom,((**), A) = (***). 
(***) 0 + G,*~G,*~A+O. 
G2* and G,* are free A-modules of ranks n and (n - 1) respectively. Thus fl* is a monomor- 
phism, im p* = ker c(*, and cok CL* r Z. Let E: G,* --+ Z be the cokernel map. Let x1, . . . , x, 
be a basis for G2*. Let a, = &(xi). Let Xi, . . . , Z,, generate Z” and let d: Z” --f Z be given by 
E(,Yi) = a,. Then E is onto; since Z is free, E splits. Thus there is an integral (n x n)-matrix B 
(a change of basis) such that B.?,, . . . , BE,, generates Z” and ~(B,~i) = 
1 i=l 
0 i # 1 * Let 
yi = Bxi. Then y,, . . . , y, is a basis for G2* such that E(YJ = I1 i=l 
10 ifl’ 
Thus the sub- 
module of G2* (freely) generated by y2, . . . , y, is in im CL*. Let n: Gz* -+A”-’ be given by 
n(y,)=Oand~~()‘~)=~~,i=2,...,“,wherey,,...,y,isabasisofA”-’.Thenna*isanepi- 
morphism, G,* -+ An-r Let K = ker ncs1*. Since An-l is free, xx* splits and G,* g A”-’ OK. 
Since Cl* is free of rank (n - I), by an unpublished result of Kaplansky (cf. [l, p. 1971 for 
an earlier reference), K = 0. Thus rrr* is a monomorphism, so CC* is a monomorphism, so 
im j?* = ker a* = 0. But b* is a monomorphism so im /?* z A # 0. This contradiction 
yields the theorem for the case H,(X) = 0. 
If H,X is finite and non-zero then H,X z Z, so that M* = RR’. Let X’ be the normal 
double cover of X (i.e. x1X’ E [xl X, n,X]). X’ is again a finite PoincarC 2-complex. Theorem 
1 of [3] says that H,X’ is of odd order. Since H,X’ r H,M,, , that order must be 1; i.e. 
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I-I,.?? = 0. By the previous part, then; X’ E S *. Then x1(X) E Zz so by Wall’s Theorem, 
XN RP’. 
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